Product securing during transportation for production, trade and logistics

Strapping
Wrapping with stretch film
**System solutions**
for production, trade and logistics

**Strapping**
Strapex Endsealer – the specific and proven strapping system
- Fewer coil changes due to larger coils resulting in less machine interruption
- Simple integration into existing conveyor systems
- Exact strap positioning
- Reduction of packaging costs due to making use of light straps
- High availability

**Wrapping with stretch film**

**Product securing during transportation**

**Bundled products**

**Shipping boxes**
Printed matter
Protection (pilferage)

For use as a stand alone machine or integrated into a packing table

Machines with integrated conveyors for new or existing packaging lines

**Semi-automatic machines**
with turntable system

**Fully automatic machines**
with ring system, as a stand alone machine or integrated into new or existing packaging line
System solutions
Product securing during transportation

Horizontal strapping
1, 2
Strapping with Endsealer technology

3
Strapping of stacked single packed units (arch machine)

4, 5
Battery-powered hand tools for plastic strapping
Vertical strapping

1 Strapping with Endsealer technology

2, 3 Strapping of large packed units and metal grills

4 Battery-powered hand tool for plastic strapping

5 Hand tool for steel strapping: manual tensioning and sealing

Wrapping with stretch film

6 Semi-automatic machine

7 Fully automatic installation for wrapping of mixed pallet loads
Bundled products

1, 2, 3
Vertical strapping with Endsealer technology: cables, stacked tyres and wood bundles

4, 5
Semi-automatic strapping of bundled products in cardboard sleeves
Shipping boxes, printed matter, protection against pilferage

Shipping

1. Fully automated strapping of products of different sizes in cardboard boxes, ideal for the graphic industry and mail order houses

2. Fully automatic strapping of tote boxes

4, 5. Semi-automatic strapping of printed matter, parcels etc.

Strapping as a protection against pilferage

3. For valuables articles in cardboard boxes

6. For valuables articles in do-it-yourself and handicraft stores, supermarkets, department stores etc.
The Strapex Advantage
Machine, Strap and After-Sales Service as a total package

The right machine

Due to the flexibility of their machine construction programme, Strapex can offer tailor-made solutions for customers individual applications.

The right strap

A comprehensive range of plastic straps (PP and PET) each with their own characteristics to ensure that strap and equipment are always the best possible combination!

Worldwide Sales and Service

You will receive expert advice on choosing the right solution and service package together with the guaranteed availability of spare parts.

Additional products

For industrial applications: installations for strapping and wrapping with stretch film
Make your products feel safe

- Own development and manufacturing
- Proven solutions for various industry segments
- Worldwide sales and service network

www strapex com